Type of grinding blades
Power
Grinding blades (ref. 151F)

mm

inches

A

245

9¾

B

430

17

Ø

160

6¼

H

645

25 ½

new LCD display

tech
spech

Colours

Flat burrs
900 watt
Ø 83mm

Grinding blade speed 900 (50Hz) r.p.m.
		
1050 (60Hz) r.p.m.
Grinding capacity filter
		
Hopper capacity
Net weight

650 g/min 50Hz (1,43 lbs/min)
800 g/min 60Hz (1,76 lbs/min)
0,32 kg (0,7 lbs)
40 kg (88 lbs)
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OPTIONAL: burrs grind espresso coffee
		 1,3 kg (2,9 lbs) hopper

designed 4
specialty
coffeelovers

LCD display
new functionality
20 grinding
reference points can
be recorded utilizing
the LCD display.
Customize the
name for each grind
parameter for recipe
recall.

Total counter to
keep track of your
grinder’s history

Service notice
to keep track
your grinder’s
performance (service
notice, worn burrs
and statistics)

Side Knob for
manual dialling-in
or small adjustment

Partial counter to
keep track of your
burrs usage

high tech
grinding power

ZM features sets of burrs specifically studied and
designed to grind either filter coffee or espresso
The lowest coffee retention ever seen, <0.45g
> 1 bean you grind, 1 bean you get ground
> Perfect burrs parallelism to get perfect particle
size distribution of coffee grounds
> Low r.p.m. with excellent grinding speed
keep coffee grounds cooler to preserve coffee
flavour and taste compounds thanks to ZM’s
ventilation system with electronic control
and also low RPM (rotation per minute)
900 (50Hz) r.p.m. – 1050 (60Hz) r.p.m.
Micrometrical grind adjustment mechanism to get
> Maximum precision

4 pre-programmed
buttons to quickly
select your frequent
grind settings

> Simple and Fast
-20 pre-programmed grind settings recordable on
the control panel via LCD display
-Smart knob to navigate the menu
Grinding Chamber > easy to clean

Customizable
welcome message

> On-demand dosing capability
Adjustable grinding time
> Secure double safety switch
> Keep your counter spick and span
With the special patented lockable canister system

